**IMPORTANT PA NEN LINKS**

### National News

- **Nutrition Still Not 'A' Grade in U.S. Schools: Studies**

- **Drought feeds acute malnutrition in Guatemalan kids**

- **In Schools, New Rules on Snacks for Sale**

- **Rules to Eat By**

  - Social media sites help people plan meals based on preference, physical need

  - **Bagged salad safety: Rising threat of food-borne illness lurks in convenient packages of leafy greens**

  - **DoH! UK Government selects doughnut-loving Simpsons to front new healthy living campaign**

- **Calorie Postings Don’t Change Habits, Study Finds**

- **New Data Reveal Insight into Moms' Complex Infant Feeding Decisions**

- **Feeding the future: Saving agricultural biodiversity**

### Local News

- **WEIGHTY WISDOM: Governor Rendell’s Six Smart Tips for Weight Loss**

- **School chef brings sustainable message to harvest fair**

- **Breakfast at school now is on the principal**
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